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vPREFACE
Statistics is the art of extracting information from data and differentiating truth
from illusion. Thus, good statistical approaches should be the ones that are carefully
designed, are able to meet the rapidly changed requirements of data analysis, and
can easily be utilized by researchers from different disciplines to facilitate their data
analysis.
During the recent decades, the development of technology has enhanced data anal-
ysis by increasing the data resolution and expanding the sampling domain and thus
makes massive spatially correlated data available. New challenges arise when analysis
of such spatial data using traditional spatial methods such as maximum likelihood
estimations and Bayesian inferences largely due to the computational and storage
cost. The new challenges call for new methods that aim to reduce computational and
storage burden while are flexible enough to model complex spatial processes in large
areas.
In this work, I establish and investigate two approaches: low rank models using
Lagrange interpolation and space deformation. Those two approaches are capable of
modelling complex spatial processes in large areas while maintain low computational
and storage cost.
Sophisticated statistical procedures such as Bayesian modelling usually require
intense knowledge in statistics and experience in choices of model parameters and
configurations. Such procedures are not easy to be adapted by researchers, especially
those with little statistical background. Both our procedures minimize the objective
choices of model parameters and configurations and do not require intense statistical
vi
knowledge to be adapted. The space deformation approach provides a straightfor-
ward method to visualize and model correlations in 2D space. The researchers from
the research areas other than statistics can be benefitted by such visualization and
modelling procedure when evaluate the spatial covariance structure without worrying
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ABSTRACT
Liu, Cheng Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Non-parametric Spatial Mod-
els. Major Professor: Hao Zhang.
Covariance functions play a central role in spatial statistics. Parametric covariance
functions have been used in most of the existing works on the analysis of spatial data.
The primary reason for this is that the classes of parametric covariance functions
guarantee that the fitted covariance function is positive definite. In this dissertation,
I undertake two non-parametric approaches to modelling the covariance functions.
Our approach is motivated by problems that arise in spatial data analysis in recent
years. First, it is nontrivial to choose a parametric family among many parametric
families of covariance function. A non-parametric covariance function circumvents
this problem. Secondly, for a parametric covariance function, the likelihood becomes
difficult to compute when the sample size is very large. There are more and more sit-
uations where the spatial sample sizes are very large. Although techniques have been
developed in recent years that allow for the computation of likelihood for a very large
sample size, these techniques can be applied to our non-parametric models as well.
Thirdly, the most popular parametric families of covariance function are monotone—
that is, the covariance function decreases as the distance increases. Although this
monotonicity holds most of the time in applications, there are times it fails to hold
such as in the teleconnection in climatology.
The dissertation can be divided into two parts. In the first part, we propose a
non-parametric low-rank model, which is a non-parametric extension of the paramet-
ric low-rank models that have been studied by several authors. A key component in
xvi
the construction of the non-parametric model is the Lagrange polynomial interpola-
tion. In the second part, we focus on a non-parametric approach that can lead to a
covariance function that is appropriate for modelling teleconnection. We will apply
this approach to the study of teleconnection of temperature and precipitation across
the world.
11. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW
1.1 Organization of the Dissertation
The first chapter of this dissertation is a review on the existing low rank models
and some techniques that will facilitate the discussions in the later chapters. Chapter
2 consists the non-parametric covariance functions constructed through the Lagrange
polynomial interpolation. Statistical inferential methods are also presented and simu-
lation studies conducted. Chapter 3 is focused on a class of non-parametric covariance
functions for teleconnection.
1.2 Motivation
Spatial statistics is an active research area and has applications in many areas
such as environmental sciences, supply chain management, and agricultural sciences.
With the development of new technology, researchers now can acquire high resolution
observations over large spatial areas and those observations are often correlated. The
analysis of massive correlated spatial data presents challenges to traditional statisti-
cal methods such as maximum likelihood estimations and Bayesian inferences. The
traditional methods often assume the underlying random process is stationary, which
may not hold for data across large areas. Furthermore, the traditional methods of-
ten require inverting the covariance matrix with the computational cost O(n3) and
a storage of O(n2) to obtain the estimators of parameters and make predictions and
2thus are infeasible when n gets large. Also, negative covariances can be presented for
climate data and traditional covariance functions are not applicable for such cases.
Two approaches can be used to address the challenges mentioned above: con-
structing a sparse covariance matrix or imposing special structures to covariance
matrix. Covariance tapering and low rank models are the two techniques for those
two purposes, respectively. Covariance tapering (Furrer et al., 2006; Zhang and Du,
2008) can be used to generate the positive definite sparse covariance matrices from
the covariance matrices of underlying spatial processes while retaining most of the
information. Sparse matrices can be stored and inverted efficiently using numerical
methods (Pissanetzky, 1984). However, the inverse matrix of a sparse matrix is usu-
ally not a sparse matrix and thus difficult to store the inverse matrix. Also, covariance
tapering requires that the range of covariance function of the underlying process is
relatively small and tapering functions are often chosen from stationary correlation
functions for convenience purposes. Those restrictions may not be applicable while
modelling complex spatial processes in large areas.
Low rank models, on the other hand, can accelerate the computational speed
and reduce the storage space by imposing special structures to covariance matrix
and do not have the restrictions mentioned above for spatial tapering. The weights
and random components of low rank models determine the model properties. In
our work, we propose low rank models using the Lagrange interpolation. It gives
unique representation for random components by using the coefficients of lagrange
polynomials as the weights.
We also investigate the application of spatial deformation for modelling complex
spatial processes in large areas. Instead of modelling the covariance function directly,
a space deformation is used to reconstruct the sampling domain and visualize such
reconstructed domain so that within the reconstructed domain the spatial process
is stationary. Space deformation provides a idea way of visualizing spatial covari-
3ance structures and traditional stationary covariance functions can be used in the
reconstructed space.
1.3 Current Work to Low Rank Modelling
Higdon (1998) introduced a procedure to generate non–stationary covariance func-
tions using numerical approximation of integrals. This procedures results in a low
rank model. Low rank models are often used to describe complex random processes
using a weighted combinations of simple random processes. Due to their compu-
tational and storage advantage, low rank models have generated a lot of interests
recently (Cressie and Johannesson, 2008; Banerjee et al., 2008; Stein, 2008; Zhang
and Wang, 2009). However, most of them have used parametric covariance functions.
Altough Stein (2008) proposed a non–parametric low rank model: fixed rank Kriging
by minimizing the Frobenius norm, they picked both the basis functions and the nodes
separately and subjectively. Banerjee et al. (2008) defined the Gaussian predictive
process and determine the basis functions assuming the covariance function of the un-
derlying process is known. Thus the fitting result of the Gaussian predictive process
can be affected if the underlying covariance function is specified incorrectly. Nychka
et al. (2002) also described a wavelet approach for generating low rank models.
1.4 Current Work to Space Deformation
Sampson and Guttorp (1992) proposed a novel procedure of modelling non–
stationary processes by combining the methods of multidimensional scaling (MDS)
(Cox and Cox, 2001) and thin-plate spline (TPS) (Wahba, 1990). By using MDS and
TPS, they map the data from the sample space, denoted by G hereafter, into a hidden
space, denoted by D hereafter, in which the process is stationary and isotropic. In-
4spired by this idea, Perrin and Meiring (2003) further showed that a non–stationary
random process indexed by Rn with moments at least of order 2 always have a second-
order stationary representation in R2n. Schmidt and O’Hagan (2003) introduced a
Bayesian approach and Schmidt et al. (2011) extended this approach to consider
covariates.
1.5 Literature in Low Rank Modelling
1.5.1 Process Convolution
Higdon (1998) developed a process-convolution approach for space-time modelling
by expressing the underlying space-time process by convolving simple processes. His
procedure allows the convolution kernel to vary in time and space.
Define the spatial random field Y (s, t) to be
Y (s, t) = Z (s, t) + ǫ (s, t) , (1.1)
where Z (s, t) is a Gaussian process with spatial dependence, and ǫ (s, t) is white
noise. In his work, the spatial dependence in Z (s, t) is expressed as the convolution
of a Gaussian white noise process X (s, t) defined on m set of space-time coordinates
(ω1, τ1) , . . . , (ωm, τm), for example,
Z (s, t) =
m∑
j=1
Ks (s− ωj , t− τj)X (ωj, τj), (1.2)
where Ks is the kernel function.
The properties of the kernel function determine the smoothness of Z. Higdon
employed a separable kernel
Ks (s, t) = Cs (∆s)R (∆t) , (1.3)
5assuming the dependencies in space and time vary independently. This assumption
allows the procedure to model the two components separately using Gaussian kernels.
Local anisotropy is captured by allowing a rotation and stretching of the coordinates
estimated at a given set of spatial locations.
Higdon (1998) employed a Bayesian approach for inference. Given the prior distri-
bution of σ2ǫ , x, µx, σ
2
x and observation Y , the posterior distribution can be simulated
using MCMC methods and the predictions can be estimated.
1.5.2 Fixed Rank Kriging
Cressie and Johannesson (2008) proposed the fixed rank Kriging for large spatial
data sets. They define a purely spatial process as
Y (s) = t (s)′α+ Z (s) + ǫ (s) , (1.4)
where t (.) = (t1(.), . . . , tp(.))
′ represents covariates and with unknown coefficients
α = (α1, . . . , αp)
′. The spatial dependence in Z (s) is expressed as
Z (s) = S (s)′ η, (1.5)
where S (s) = (S1(s), . . . , Sr (s))
′ is a set of basis functions and η = (η1, . . . , ηr)
′ is a
r-dimensional vector associated at locations U = {u1, . . . ,ur} with Var(η) = K. By
using such procedure, the result variance-covariance matrix
Var(Y ) = Σ = SKS ′ + σ2I (1.6)
is guaranteed to be positive definite. Further, because the variance of Y has such
special structure, Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula can be used to reduce the

























∣∣σ2I∣∣ |K| |K−1 + S ′ (σ2I)−1 S|, (1.8)
where K and
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are only r by r matrices. The covariance matrix
K is obtained by minimize Frobenius norm of the empirical covariance matrix Σˆ and
the theoretical covariance matrix. For example,
Kˆ = min
K
∥∥∥Σˆ− σ2I − SKS ′∥∥∥
Frobenius
, (1.9)
where Σˆ is estimated by grouping observations into bins. The coefficients of the





T ′Σ−1Y . (1.10)
However, the choices of the nodes U and the basis function are rather arbitrary.
Cressie and Johannesson (2008) chose the nodes at three different resolutions and used





{1− (|ui − s|/rl)
2}2 if |ui − s| < rl,
0 Otherwise
, (1.11)
where rl corresponding to the l
th resolution of the coordinates.
In their paper, they also proposed a weighted procedure (wFRK) by considering
the numbers of observations in each bin mentioned in (1.9). We will compare the
weighted procedure and the unweighted procedure (uFRK) with our proposed models
in later chapter.
1.5.3 Gaussian Predictive Process
Gaussian predictive process was introduced by Banerjee et al. (2008). Similar to
the setting in (1.4), for a given set of ‘knots’ U = {u1, . . . ,um} which may or may
7not be from the entire collection of observed locations, Z = (z(u1, . . . , z(um)))
′ ∼
N(0, C∗(θ)), where C∗(θ) = [c(ui,uj |θ)]
m
i,j=1 is an m by m covariance matrix gener-
ated by a covariance function c(s,u|θ). Using the result from conditional multivariate
normal distribution, the estimator at a new location s0 is given by
Z˜(s0) = E(Z(s0)|Z) = c
′(s0|θ)C
∗−1(θ)Z, (1.12)
where c′(s0|θ) = [c(s0,uj|θ)]
m
j=1. The authors define Z˜(s) as the predictive process
and use c′(s0|θ)C
∗−1 as the basis function analogous to bisque functions using for
fixed rank Kriging. The authors use the same method to determine the locations of
the knots as described in Cressie and Johannesson (2008). However, the basis function
defined in predictive process dependents on the assumption of the covariance function
governed by parameter θ and thus is subject to miss-specification.
1.6 Literature in Space Deformation
1.6.1 Space Deformation
Sampson and Guttorp (1992) discussed the possibility of applying MDS and TPS
for modelling non–stationary spatial covariance functions. Given a spatial process
Z (s) , s ∈ G, the goal is to map G into a new space D so that the process becomes
stationary in the new space D. The authors define the quantity
d2ij , V ar(Zi − Zj) (1.13)
as spatial dispersion and use it as the measurement of spatial dependence, where Zi
and Zj are observed at si and sj . It is analogous to the variogram for stationary
spatial process.
Not all the estimators are valid for modelling the spatial dispersion: it has to be
positive definite. One way to ensure validity is through a model that expresses dij
8as Euclidean distances. Space deformation using Nonmetric MDS generates a new D
space with the interpoint distances representing the sample spatial dispersions. By
using the non–metric MDS, the distance in the D can be expressed as
dij = g(
∥∥s∗i − s∗j∥∥), (1.14)
where s∗i and s
∗
j are the corresponding coordinates in D and g(·) is a monotone
function so that the larger the dij is, the farther apart the pair i,j should be in D.
When a smooth bivariate mapping from G to D becomes necessary, as suggested
by Sampson and Guttorp (1992), non–parametric methods such as thin–plate splines
can be used to construct such mapping. Define,
f (si) = s
∗
i , (1.15)







the corresponding coordinate in D.
1.6.2 Second-order Stationary Representation in Higher Dimensional Space
Perrin and Meiring (2003) showed that a non–stationary random field indexed in
Rn with moments at least of order 2 has a second-order stationary representation in
R2n. Let Z = {Z (x) ,x ∈ G ⊆ Rn} be a centered (e.g.: E [x] = 0) random field, and
Φ be a function defined on G by Φ(x) = (x,Ψ(x)) where Ψ(x) = (φ1, · · · , φn) is a
vectorial function of dimension n such that the transformation
h : G × G → D −D; (x,x′) 7→ Φ(x)− Φ(x′) = (x− x′,Ψ(x)−Ψ(x′)) (1.16)
is one-to-one mapping from {G × G\∆} onto {D −D}\ {0}, where ∆ = {(x,x) ,x ∈ G},
D = Φ(G) = {(x,Ψ(x))}, and D−D = {u− u′,u,u′ ∈ D}. Their main result shows
that there exits a centered Gaussian stationary random field Y = {Y (u),u ∈ D ⊆ R2n}
9indexed by u ∈ D with covariance function R defined in D − D such that, for all
(x,x′) in G × G,
Cov (Z(x), Z(x′)) =Cov (Y (Φ(x)) , Y (Φ(x′)))
=R(x− x′,Ψ (x)−Ψ (x′)). (1.17)
If R does not depend on the first n arguments the result is similar to space deformation
method above. If R does not depend on the last n arguments, Z is a second–order
stationary process. Thus a non–stationary random field with at least 2 moments can
be viewed as the projection of a stationary process from R2n into Rn. The result of
the paper suggests an interesting way of extending covariance functions.
1.7 Overview of Major Techniques
1.7.1 Techniques for Low Rank Modelling
Lagrange Polynomials
Lagrange polynomials have been widely used for polynomial interpolations (Kin-
caid and Cheney, 2001). For a given set of distinct nodes xi and arbitrary values yi,
i = 0, . . . , k, Lagrange polynomials are the polynomials which have the least order
and go through all the coordinates (xi, yi) , i = 0, . . . , k. An example of such poly-
nomial is shown in Figure 1.1— assuming the target function (sin(x)) is in green,
for a given set of nodes xi and their corresponding values yi, Lagrange polynomials
(blue curves) are the polynomials which have the least order and go through all the
coordinates (xi, yi) (red dots).


















































   Nodes = 12










Two immediate results from (1.19) are
pi(xi) = 1, for j = 0, . . . , k (1.20)
and
pi(xj) = 0, for j = 0, . . . , k and j 6= i. (1.21)
Chebyshev Nodes and Best Polynomial Approximation
When polynomials are used for interpolation, adding more nodes does not guar-
antee to improve interpolation results and the fitting results could even get worse
(Kincaid and Cheney, 2001). To show this, let f(x) be a function in Cn+1[−1, 1] and
let p(x) be the polynomial of degree at most n that interpolates the function f at








(x− xi) . (1.22)
In general, there is no guarantee that p(x) will converge to f(x) pointwisely (Kin-
caid and Cheney, 2001). An example that shows adding more nodes leads to worse
interpolation results (Runge’s phenomenon) is shown in Figure 1.2— the existence of
severe oscillations at the edges of interpolation domain when high order polynomials







|x− xi| ≥ 2
−n, (1.23)
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where the minimum value will be attained if xi are chosen to be Chebyshev nodes.
By combining (1.22) and (1.23),







∣∣f (n+1) (ξ)∣∣ . (1.24)
Thus, Chebyshev nodes can be used to minimize the L∞ norm of the approximation
error. Check Kincaid and Cheney (2001) for more details. Chebyshev nodes in







i = 1, . . . , m. (1.25)
The nodes can be mapped to any interval using a linear mapping. Figure 1.3 shows
the fitting result using Chebyshev nodes for high order polynomials interpolations.
EM algorithm
The Expectation–Maximization (EM) algorithm was introduced by Dempster
et al. (1977). It is a general method often used to find the maximum likelihood
for a probabilistic model with the parameter Θ given the observation Y when the
model contains an unobserved random variable Z. Its a iterative method consisting
two steps: E step and M step. During the E step, the expectation of the log–likelihood
function logL evaluated at the latent variables is computed using the estimated pa-





= EΘold [logL (Y ,Z;Θ) |Y ] . (1.26)
While during the M step, the parameters are computed by maximizing the expectation








The incomplete data log–likelihood function logL (Y ;Θ) is guaranteed to be non–



















































   Nodes = 27
Figure 1.2. The Runge’s phenomenon when fitting Lagrange polyno-




















































   Nodes = 9
Figure 1.3. Using Chebyshev nodes for high order polynomial inter-




In linear algebra, Cholesky decomposition is a decomposition of real positive def-
inite matrix (e.g.: covariance matrix) into the product of a lower triangular matrix
C and its transpose, i.e.,
V = CC ′. (1.28)
Algorithms such as Cholesky-Banachiewicz and Cholesky-Crout can be used perform
Cholesky decomposition.
Cholesky decomposition are often used to accelerate the computational speed and
reduce round–up errors during the calculation of the inverse matrix and the matrix
determinant. From (1.28), it is much easier to compute the inverse of triangular
matrix C. Thus,









The determinant of V can be expressed as
log |V | = 2 log |C| = 2
p∑
i=1
log (|cii|) , (1.30)
where cii is the i
th diagonal element of C matrix.
Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5 demonstrates the time (in log10 second) needed to
calculate the inverse and determinant of covariance matrices with AR(1) structure.
Computational speed can be improved if Cholesky decomposition is used.
Kriging
The term Kriging was named after the African mining pioneer D.G. Krige (Cressie,
1993). It is the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) which minimizes the MSE
for a given covariance matrix. Let Y (s) be the underlying process with a mean
16



























Figure 1.4. Time required (in log 10 scale) to invert correlation ma-
trices with AR(1) structure using different methods

































Figure 1.5. Time required (in log10 Scale) to calculate the determi-
nants of correlation matrices with AR(1) structures using different
methods
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function µ(s) and a known covariance function C(si, sj). For a set of observations Y
at locations s1, . . . , sn. Define
µ = (µ(s1), . . . , µ(sn))
T , V = V ar (Y ) , and k = Cov (Y , Y (s0)) . (1.31)
For a prediction at a new location s0, there are there types of Krigings that are often
used.
Simple Kriging: Assuming the underlying process has a known means µ(s), the
simple Kriging predictor at s0 is
Yˆ (s0) = µ (s0) + kV
−1 (Y − µ) . (1.32)
Ordinary Kriging: Assuming the underlying process has an unknown but a





and the ordinary Kriging predictor at s0 is
Yˆ (s0) = µˆ (s0) + kV
−1 (Y − µˆ1) . (1.34)
Universal Kriging: When the mean function can be represented as a linear
function of some other explanatory variables, for example




or in a vector form
µ = Xβ, (1.36)
where
X = {xj(si)}i,j , and β = (β0, . . . , βp, )
T . (1.37)








Yˆ (s0) = x (s0)
T
βˆ + kV −1 (Y −Xβ) . (1.39)
All the Krigings we reviewed above rely on the covariance function which in prac-
tice has to be estimated.
Mate´rn Covariance Function
Mate´rn covariance function is often used for spatial modelling (Mate´rn, 1986). It
has the following expression




where Γ is the gamma function, Kκ is the modified Bessel function of the second kind,
and κ and φ are the non–negative smooth parameter and the range parameter of the
covariance function, respectively. Such covariance function only dependents on the
distance measure (||s − x||). So it is an isotropic covariance function. Figure 1.7.1
shows how the Mate´rn correlation function (σ2 = 1) is determined by Γ and κ
Over–fitting and Cross Validation
In statistics and machine learning, over–fitting often rises when the predictive
models are more complex than they should be: a complicated model could yield
a better prediction accuracy for the data set that it was built on but could have
very poor performance when the model is generalized to another independent data
set. Cross validation is often used to identify over-fitting. Cross validation is a
model validation technique that is often used by statisticians and machine learning
researchers to assess how the predictive models built from a given data set (training
data set) will be generalized to a new independent data set (validation data set)
19













































Figure 1.6. Plots of Mate´rn correlation functions with different φ
(left) and different κ (right)
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(Bishop, 2006). During the cross validation procedure, part of the data are reserved
for validation purpose. The rest of the data are used to train the model and then
the reserved data are used to assess the model prediction accuracy. We will mainly
use the cross validation technique to assess the predictive performance of low rank
models.
Figure 1.7 demonstrates an example when polynomials are used to fit the sin(x)
function. The highest order of the polynomials can be used as the measurement
of model complexity. In the simulation, 70 sets that contain 180 samples each were
simulated from function f(x) = sin(x)+ǫ, ǫ ∼ N(0, 0.49). For each set of 180 samples,
18 samples are reserved for the validation set and the rest are used in the training
set. The prediction RMSE for the training set and the validation set are calculated.
Then the averaged prediction RMSE for training data sets and validation data sets are
averaged across 70 sample sets. In the figure, X axis denotes the highest degree of the
polynomial fitting and Y axis denotes the averaged prediction RMSE for validation
date set and training data set respectively. The prediction accuracy for the training
data set can be improved continually as the model complexity increases while the
prediction accuracy for the validation date set increase at the beginning but drops
later as the order of polynomials increases. There are few standard procedures to
perform the cross validation. We mainly consider leave-one-out and five-folder cross
validations in this work.
1.7.2 Techniques for Space Deformation
Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling
For a given set of n objects with dissimilarity measurements δij between any pair
i, j = 1, . . . , n, Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a set of data analysis techniques to
21














Figure 1.7. An example of over–fitting when polynomials are used to fit sin(x)
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visualize the data in a low dimensional space with coordinates s1, . . . , sn in which the
interpoint distance dij matches the dissimilarity δij (Cox and Cox, 2001). Nonmetric
multidimensional scaling is one type of MDS. It seeks a monotone function g(·) which
satisfies
δij = g(dij). (1.41)
In another word, δij and dij have the same rank order. The function g(·) is solved by









where δˆij subject to the constraint that it has the same rank order as dij (and thus
is determined by the monotone function g(.)) (Kruskal, 1964).
Thin–plate Spline
Thin–plate spline was introduced by Duchon (1977). It is a generalization of cubic





(Yi − f (x1i, · · · , xmi))
2 + λJ(f).














dx1 . . . dxm.

















When a multivariate mapping f = (f1, · · · , fm) : R
m → Rm is required, a high

























dx1 . . . dxm. (1.44)
When m = 2, the penalty function is rotation invariant and thus the TPS is also
rotation invariant. The invariant rotation property in 2D space is the major reason
that TPS is often used in spatial analysis. Figure 1.8 shows an example of rotation
invariant: the two sets of observations (denoted by colored dots) come from the same
data set while the coordinates in the right plot are rotated by π/3. Both two sets of
observations are then fitted using TPS and the contour plots of TPS estimations on
grids are shown. The two contour plots are identical except for a rotation of π/3. In
fact, we can also show that for a m–dimensional TPS, once set λ1 = · · · = λm = λ,
the multivariate mapping f generated by TPS is also rotation invariant. The proof
is as follow:































 = Pf i. (1.46)
Grevstad and Gu (2003) showed that for any m-dimensional TPS, the penalty func-
























































































Figure 1.8. An example of rotation invariant when a TPS is used














(Ps∗i − Pf i)




(s∗i − f i)




(s∗i − f i)









The rotation invariant result can be proved by combining (1.47) and (1.48). For the
rest of the work, we only focus on d = 2 and assume λ1 = λ2 = λ.
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i2) in D, where i = 1, . . . , n, the bivariate function f (s) = (f1(s), f2(s))
has a unique solution fˆ (s) = (fˆ1(s), fˆ2(s)),


















 , k = 1, 2,
where G(s,u) = |s−u|2 log(|s−u|). The coefficients c and d are the solution to the
following linear system
(K + nλI)c+ Td = y




























See Wahba (1990) and Gu (2002) for more details.
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2. LOW RANK MODELS USING LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION
2.1 Non–parametric Representation of Spatial Covariance Functions
2.1.1 Lagrange Interpolation of Covariance Functions
Assessing the spatial covariance function of the underlying spatial process is crucial
for geostatistical methods because it characterizes the similarities between the random
variables associated at geographical coordinates. Follow the idea in Banerjee et al.
(2008), in this chapter, we seek a method for generating covariance functions which
satisfies the following two properties: 1) the approximated process can be viewed as
the process generated by the realizations of the underlying process at given nodes
U = {u1, · · · ,um}; and 2) the choice of nodes U is objective and optimized. For
simplicity, define Z = (Z1, · · · , Zm) to be the realizations of underlying process at
nodes U .
Assuming the process has no nugget effect, for a given set of nodes U , we approx-
imate the covariance function C(s,x), using Cˆ(s,x) in such a way that,
Cˆ(ui,uj) = Cov (Y (ui), Y (uj)) = C(ui,uj) for ui,uj ∈ U .
The approximated covariance is identical to the covariance of Y at ui and uj if both
locations belong to the set U . To serve this purpose, the Lagrange interpolation can
be applied.
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Let Vz denotes the covariance matrix of Z, the Lagrange interpolation to the
covariance function can be expressed as,
Cˆ(s1, s2) = [p(s1,u1), . . . , p(s1,um)]Vz [p(s2,u1), . . . , p(s2,um)]
′ , (2.1)
where p(s,ui) is defined as the Lagrange basis polynomial of ui at location s. Such




1 if i = j,
0 if i 6= j
, (2.2)
which is analogous to the univariate Kronecker delta function.
However, it is less straightforward to solve Lagrange interpolation problem at
high dimension under general setting (Sauer and Xu, 1995). One way to simplify the
problem is to assume the interpolation nodes belong to a direct product grid. More
specifically, all the nodes belong to the set










where U1 and U2 are two real sets. Notice that the interpolation nodes do not have to
cover all the nodes on the direct product grid (i.e. we can have U ⊆ U1 × U2). The
bivariate interpolation problem can be solved using the tensor product of univariate
Lagrange interpolation (Gasca and Sauer, 2000). Thus, the Lagrange basis polynomial
p(s,ui) has the following expression














for k = 1, 2, (2.4)
which is the univariate Lagrange basis polynomial at the kth coordinate. We assume
u
(k)
1 , . . . , u
(k)
mk are distinct for each coordinate k. Otherwise, duplicates should be
removed before the product in (2.4) is calculated.
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By defining the polynomial p(s,ui) in this way, it’s easy to show that the poly-
nomial satisfies (2.2). However, since we use the product of two univariate delta
functions, the basis polynomial we described in (2.3) has some further constrains: for
any location s /∈ {u1, . . . ,um} but one of the coordinates k, s
(k) ∈ {u
(k)
1 , . . . , u
(k)
mk}
(say, s(k) = u
(k)
l ), we always have p(s,ui) = 0 for i 6= l.
Usually, the nodes u1, . . . ,um are chosen arbitrarily. However, the choice of the
nodes can affect the numerical stability of the algorithm. We will introduce with
details later in this chapter.
2.1.2 Chebyshev Grid
In the previous chapter, we have reviewed that, for univariate analysis, the best
polynomial interpolation result (in terms of L∞ norm) can be achieved if Chebyshev
nodes are used. It would be reasonable if we extend this result to bivariate polynomial
interpolation problems. Also, for spatial problems, it is usually more important to
estimate the covariance function at small distances. A non–equally spaced grid can
provide information for the covariance at different resolutions while keep the number
of nodes as few as possible for computational consideration. Both reasons indicate
that non–equally spaced grid should outperform equally spaced grid. A comparison of
an equally spaced grid and a Chebyshev grid is shown in Figure 2.1. We will compare
the effects of those two sampling strategies on inferences later in this work.







i = 1, . . . , m. (2.5)


























Figure 2.1. Examples of equally spaced nodes (left) and Chebyshev
nodes (right) generated by an equally spaced grid and a Chebyshev
grid
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min are the maximum and minimum
values of the sampling locations at the kth coordinate and mk is the number of Cheby-
shev nodes we choose at the kth coordinate. We suggest to remove those Chebyshev
nodes which fall outside the convex hull spanned by the sampling locations.
Although one can choose m1 and m2 to be equal, we suggest to pick m1 and m2
in such a way that the minimum distance of the nodes at each coordinate should be
















































2.2 Non–parametric Spatial Low Rank Models
2.2.1 Model
For the rest of the chapter, we assume the process has a constant mean µ. The
non–parametric representation of the covariance function in the previous section leads
to the following low rank model. Suppose the underlying spatial process Y (s) has
a covariance function C (·, ·), plus a nugget effect. Given the pre-fixed nodes U =
{u1, · · ·um} with corresponding random components Z = (Z1, · · · , Zm) ∼ N(0, Vz)
associated on the Chebyshev grid, we approximate the spatial process Y (s) by
Y (s) = µ+
m∑
i=1
p (s,ui)Zi + τe (s) , (2.8)
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Cov (zi, zj) p(s1,ui)p(s2,uj)
= [p(s1,u1), . . . , p(s1,um)]Vz [p(s2,u1), . . . , p(s2,um)]
′ . (2.9)
Observing the process at locations S = {s1, . . . , sn}, we write
Y = µ1+ PZ + τe, (2.10)
where Z is associated at U which is defined as before and P is the Lagrange basis








p(sn,u1) . . . p(sn,um)

 . (2.11)
Notice that the matrix P is deterministic once the set of the sampling locations S is
given.
By defining the model in this way, we approximate the n–dimensional spatial
process Y by a linear combination of the m-dimensional Z which lies in a lower
subspace (n > m or even n >> m). This setting can dramatically reduce the compu-
tational time while retain the model performance if the number of nodes m is chosen
appropriately.
Moreover, the computational complexity to inverse a general covariance matrix
V ar(Y ) is O(n3). While in our model, the variance of Y can be decomposed as
V ar(Y ) = PVzP
′ + τ 2I = K. (2.12)
So we can apply the Woodbury formula (Henderson and Searle, 1981; Cressie and
































∣∣∣∣Im + P ′ 1τ 2PV (k)z
∣∣∣∣
= τ 2(n−m)
∣∣τ 2Im + P ′PVz∣∣
= τ 2(n−m)
∣∣V −1τ 2 + P ′P ∣∣ |Vz| . (2.14)
Computation can be dramatically reduced since V −1τ 2 + P ′P and Vz are both only
m by m matrices.
2.2.2 EM Algorithm
The model parameters we defined in (2.8) include the grand mean µ, the nugget
effect τ 2, random component (latent variable) Z and its covariance matrix Vz. EM
algorithm is the ideal tool to estimate all of them (Katzfuss and Cressie, 2009, 2011).
The complete data log-likelihood function can be expressed as, apart from an
additive constant,
logL (θ,Y ,Z) =−
n
2
log τ 2 −
1
2τ 2







Z ′V −1z Z, (2.15)







(k) [logL (θ,Y ,Z) |Y ] , (2.16)












(k) [Y − PZ − µ1]
)′
1 = 0. (2.17)
We can further show that
E(Z|Y ) = (τ 2V −1z + P
′P )−1P ′(Y − µ1) (2.18)
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and
V ar(Z|Y ) = (V −1z + τ
−2P ′P )−1 = τ 2(τ 2V −1z + P
′P )−1. (2.19)






Y − PE(Z|Y )
)
. (2.20)
So the estimator at (k + 1)th M step is






‖Y − PZ − µˆ1‖2 |Y
]
= ‖Y − PE(Z|Y )− µˆ1‖2
+ τ 2trace
(




We can derive the following iterative formulas in a similar way,
V (k+1)z = Eθ(k)
(Z|Y )E
θ
(k)(Z ′|Y ) + (τ 2)(k+1)
[



















(τ 2)(k)(V (k)z )








(τ 2)(k)(V (k)z )
−1 + P ′P
)−1
P ′(Y − µ1). (2.25)
We stop the EM iteration when the number of steps reach 50 or the relative difference
Diff =
∣∣∣∣ logL(k+1)−logL(k)logL(k)
∣∣∣∣ is less than 0.0001. (2.23) guarantees that the estimator
V
(k+1)
z is a positive definite matrix.
To reduce the round–up error, we can apply the Cholesky decomposition to the
matrix (V −1τ 2 + P ′P ) by finding a lower triangular matrix C such that
[
V −1τ 2 + P ′P
]
= CC ′. (2.26)
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Then the log–determinant of the matrix can be expressed as
log
∣∣V −1τ 2 + P ′P ∣∣ = 2 m∑
i=1
log (Cii) , (2.27)
where Cii is the i
th diagonal element of matrix C. In a similar way, we can calculate
the determinant for matrix Vz using the methods introduced in Chapter 1.
2.2.3 Prediction Properties
For any given new location s0, we have
Y (s0) = µ+
m∑
i=1
p(s0,ui)Zi + τe. (2.28)
The Kriging prediction is
E (Y (s0)|Y ) = µˆ+
m∑
i=1
p(s0,ui)E (Zi|Y ) , (2.29)
with a corresponding prediction variance






p(s0,ui)Cov(Zi, Zj|Y )p(s0,uj). (2.30)
Here, we will replace the parameters by their estimates and E (Zi) and Cov(Zi, Zj|Y )
are defined as in (2.18) and (2.19). This results in the so called the plug–in prediction
as commonly employed in geostatistics. We will use this estimator for the rest of the
chapter.
2.3 Simulation Studies
2.3.1 Approximation to the Covariance Structure
In this section, we examine the polynomial approximation performance to the
covariance function of the underlying process. We first calculate the true covariance
35
matrix Vz for the random process associated at the given nodes. We can use Vz to
interpolate the covariance function over the sampling domain D. In this section, we
assume the underlying process has a Mate´rn covariance function (Mate´rn, 1986).
As shown in Figure 2.3.1, 2.3.1, 2.3.1, and 2.3.1, we choose three lines at the
center, and fix a reference point s either on the middle of or the left end of the
corresponding line. We interpolate the covariance between s and the other points
on the line. The grids we choose are 8 by 8 grid and 12 by 12 grid with κ = 0.5
and 1.5. The dashed lines represent the true underlying covariance functions. The
approximation is reasonably close to the dashed line, the true covariance function.
Also, the approximation can be improved as the number of nodes increases. A better
approximation can also be achieved if the underlying covariance function is smoother
(a larger κ).
2.3.2 Stationary Simulations
The objective of this section is to investigate the performance of estimation us-
ing the approximated covariance function. We simulate random samples from the
stationary Gaussian process with mean 0 and the following stationary exponential
covariance function
C(s,x) = σ2 exp(−‖s− x‖ /φ) + τ 2I{s=x}, (2.31)
where σ2 = τ 2 = 1, φ = 0.25. The 1,089 sampling locations are evenly spaced in the
unit square, {(i/33, j/33), i, j = 1, · · · , 33}. We simulate 200 sets of samples, and for
each set we obtain the maximum likelihood estimates for the four parameters: µ, φ, σ2
and τ 2 using both the Chebyshev grid and the equally spaced grid. The exponential
model and our non–parametric model have different parameterizations and thus only
parameters µ and τ 2 are comparable.
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Figure 2.2. Fitting the Mate´rn covariance function with κ = 0.5 using
an 8 by 8 Chebyshev grid
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Figure 2.3. Fitting the Mate´rn covariance function with κ = 0.5 using
a 12 by 12 Chebyshev grid
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Figure 2.4. Fitting the Mate´rn covariance function with κ = 1.5 using
an 8 by 8 Chebyshev grid
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Figure 2.5. Fitting the Mate´rn covariance function with κ = 1.5 using
a 12 by 12 Chebyshev grid
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For each set, the leave–one–out cross validation method (Zhang and Wang, 2009)
is applied to calculate the predictive scores RMSE and LogS for each of the model
fitted (exponential model and our non–parametric model using a 10 by 10 Chebyshev
grid and a 10 by 10 equally spaced grid). The simulation results for the corresponding
models are shown in Table 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 respectively. In the 200 sets, our Lagrange
low rank models have better performance over the exponential model in terms of all
the prediction scores. Notice that only µ and τ 2 are comparable due to the differences
of the parameterizations. However, the Chebyshev nodes lead to better numerical
stability and we will elaborate on this in the next section.
Table 2.1
Estimation results for fitting exponential models to isotropic simulations
µ σ2 τ 2 φ σ2/φ RMSE LogS
-0.0244 0.8876 0.9990 0.2231 4.2565 1.0910 1.5057
SD: 0.399 SD: 0.330 SD: 0.062 SD: 0.107 SD: 1.088 SD: 0.025 SD: 0.023
Table 2.2
Estimation results for fitting Lagrange low rank models with equally
spaced grids to isotropic simulations
Grid µ τ 2 RMSE LogS
8*8
-0.0392 1.1216 1.0602 1.4772
SD: 0.441 SD: 0.054 SD: 0.026 SD: 0.024
9*9
-0.0395 1.0868 1.0438 1.4616
SD: 0.442 SD: 0.052 SD: 0.025 SD: 0.024
10*10
-0.0395 1.0530 1.0275 1.4460
SD: 0.442 SD: 0.050 SD: 0.024 SD: 0.024
11*11
-0.0386 1.0197 1.0112 1.4300
SD: 0.442 SD: 0.048 SD: 0.024 SD: 0.024
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Table 2.3
Estimation results for fitting Lagrange low rank models with Cheby-
shev grids to isotropic simulations
Grid µ τ 2 RMSE LogS
8*8
-0.0387 1.1216 1.0602 1.4772
SD: 0.437 SD: 0.054 SD: 0.026 SD: 0.024
9*9
-0.0385 1.0868 1.0438 1.4616
SD: 0.436 SD: 0.052 SD: 0.025 SD: 0.024
10*10
-0.0384 1.0530 1.0275 1.4460
SD: 0.435 SD: 0.050 SD: 0.024 SD: 0.024
11*11
-0.0387 1.0197 1.0112 1.4300
SD: 0.435 SD: 0.048 SD: 0.024 SD: 0.024
2.3.3 Non–stationary Simulations
We also simulate from the non–stationary Gaussian process with mean 0 and the
following covariance function
C(s,x) = σ(s)σ(x) exp(−‖s− x‖ /φ) + τ 2I{h=0}, (2.32)
where σ(s) =
√
1 + 2.3 ‖s‖2, τ 2 = 1 and φ = 0.25. Again, 200 sets of samples
are simulated and the parameters for different models are obtained. The simulation
results for three different types of models are shown in Table 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. The
Table 2.4
Estimation results for fitting exponential models to anisotropic simulations
µ σ2 τ 2 φ σ2/φ RMSE LogS
-0.0367 2.5647 0.9957 0.2448 10.8575 1.1788 1.5829
SD: 0.667 SD: 1.072 SD: 0.069 SD: 0.119 SD: 1.822 SD: 0.025 SD: 0.021
stop criteria for the three models are the same as we defined for isotropic simulation.
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Although all three models perform worse than those in isotropic simulation. Our
Lagrange low rank models still have better performance over the exponential model.
Table 2.5
Estimation results for fitting Lagrange low rank models with equally
spaced grids to anisotropic simulations
Grid µ τ 2 RMSE LogS
8*8
-0.0366 1.3940 1.1821 1.5861
SD: 0.711 SD: 0.067 SD: 0.029 SD: 0.024
9*9
-0.0370 1.3265 1.1533 1.5614
SD: 0.707 SD: 0.063 SD: 0.027 SD: 0.024
10*10
-0.0374 1.2651 1.1264 1.5379
SD: 0.706 SD: 0.059 SD: 0.026 SD: 0.023
Table 2.6
Estimation results for fitting Lagrange low rank models with Cheby-
shev grids to anisotropic simulations
Grid µ τ 2 RMSE LogS
8*8
-0.0350 1.3940 1.1821 1.5861
SD: 0.711 SD: 0.067 SD: 0.029 SD: 0.024
9*9
-0.0347 1.3265 1.1533 1.5614
SD: 0.712 SD: 0.063 SD: 0.027 SD: 0.024
10*10
-0.0347 1.2651 1.1264 1.5379
SD: 0.711 SD: 0.059 SD: 0.026 SD: 0.023
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Figure 2.6. The sampling locations (left) and the coordinates of 575
nodes under the Chebyshev grid (right)
2.4 Examples of Real Data Analysis
2.4.1 US Precipitation
We apply our Lagrange low rank model to the monthly total precipitation record
in the conterminous US for April 1948. The data set consists 5,906 observations over
US. The standardized values, which are known as anomalies, are used in our work.
We fitted the anomalies data using our non–parametric method on both Chebyshev
grids and equally spaced grids. The sampling locations and the 575 nodes are shown
in the Figure 2.6.
We stop the EM iteration when the number of iterations reaches 30 or the relative
difference (which is defined before) is less than 0.0005. The result for equally spaced
grid is shown in Table 2.7. Notice that we can only use up to around 184 nodes for the
equally spaced grid since the covariance matrix Vz is computationally singular after
few iterations. The result for Chebyshev grid is shown in Table 2.8. Our Lagrange
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Table 2.7
Fitting results for US precipitation anomaly data using Lagrange low
rank models with equally spaced grids
Grid Nodes µ τ 2 RMSE LogS
12*8 55 0.0494 0.3297 0.5746 0.8647
17*10 108 0.0525 0.2596 0.5100 0.7455
21*13 184 0.0459 0.1865 0.4321 0.5796
Table 2.8
Fitting results for anomaly data using Lagrange low rank models with
Chebyshev grids
Grid Nodes µ τ 2 RMSE LogS
10* 8 50 0.0738 0.32808 0.5729 0.8619
15*12 106 0.0750 0.22514 0.4747 0.6737
20*16 190 0.0701 0.16408 0.4054 0.5160
25*20 294 0.0687 0.14001 0.3746 0.4371
30*24 425 0.0725 0.12136 0.3487 0.3654
35*28 525 0.0732 0.09852 0.3142 0.2616
40*32 752 0.0789 0.08463 0.2915 0.1865
low rank models using Chebyshev grids do not have computationally singular prob-
lem. To explain this phenomenon, we investigate the elements of the Lagrange basis
polynomial matrix P . Recall that the jth row of P consists of the m Lagrange basis




|p(sj ,ui)| > 1. (2.33)
In another word, at least one of the absolute value of its polynomial coefficients are
larger than 1. The indicator plots for the Chebyshev grid and the equally spaced grid
are shown in Figure 2.7, Although Lagrange coefficients are not guaranteed to be less
than 1, the equally spaced grid tends to produce larger coefficients at margin area,
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Figure 2.7. Indicators of the equally spaced grid (left) and the Cheby-
shev grid (right)
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similar to the Runge’s example we reviewed in Chapter 1. To further display the
distribution of the coefficients, we obtained the contour plots of the rectangle areas
displayed in the indicator plots in Figure 2.8 and 2.9. Notice that we use log10 scale
displaying the contour plot for the equally spaced grid at corner area. The Chebyshev
grid produces consistent coefficients at both corner and center of the sampling domain.
While for the equally spaced grid, consistent coefficients can only be obtained at the
center of the sampling domain. Extreme coefficients are produced at the margin of
the sampling domain.
Set λi to be the i
th eigenvalue to the positive-definite matrix P ′P with λi > 0.
According to (2.11), we can show that
m∑
i=1








This implies that the present of extreme values in the matrix P can lead to extreme
eigenvalues for matrix P ′P . The extreme eigenvalues can lead to severely computa-
tional issue such as computational singularity for inverting the matrix P ′P . Besides,
extreme coefficients can introduce biases and increase the prediction variance.
Also, as we expected, our non–parametric models with Chebyshev grids tend to
have less prediction error scores compared to the one with equally spaced grids under
the similar setting. Again, when the number of nodes increases, both the two errors
decrease. However, more space is required to store the m by m matrix Vz as the
number of nodes m increases.
On the other hand, the procedure fitting the exponential model is extremely time





log |V | −
1
2
(Y − µ1)′ V −1 (Y − µ1) , (2.35)
where




















































































































































































































Figure 2.8. Contour plots of the coefficients of the equally spaced grid

















































































































































































































































































Figure 2.9. Contour plots of the coefficients of the Chebyshev grid at
the center area (left) and the corner area (right)
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We can re–parameterize the parameters using the following expression
ξ2 = τ 2 + σ2, (2.37)
ω = σ2/ξ2, (2.38)
Γ (ω, φ) = ωR(φ) + (1− ω) I. (2.39)
Then we have
−2logL = log
∣∣ξ2Γ (ω, φ)∣∣+ (Y − µ1)′ [ξ2Γ (ω, φ)]−1 (Y − µ1)
= log
(
ξ2n |Γ (ω, φ)|
)









+ log |Γ (ω, φ)|+
1
ξ2
(Y − µ1)′ Γ (ω, φ)−1 (Y − µ1) .(2.40)
The MLE for ξ2 and µ are
µˆ (ω, φ) =
(
1′Γ (ω, φ)−1 1
)−1
1′Γ (ω, φ)−1 Y (2.41)
, ξˆ2 (ω, φ) =
1
n
(Y − µˆ1)′ Γ (ω, φ)−1 (Y − µˆ1) , (2.42)





− log |Γ (ω, φ)| . (2.43)
The optimization result is shown in the Table 2.9, Although those two models both
Table 2.9
Fitting results for anomaly data using exponential models
µ τ 2 σ2 φ RMSE LogS
0.195734 0.025792 0.932248 517.2447 0.25838 0.06220
provide comparable result. Our non–parametric models are much faster while only
consumes small amount of storage space.
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Figure 2.10. The depth based on interpolations (left) and the corre-
sponding sampling locations (right)
2.4.2 Sandwell and Smith Bathymetry
The “Sandwell and Smith” bathymetry (Smith and Sandwell, 1997) is a data
set of worldwide seafloor topography data. The data is the combination of all the
available ship sounding data (depth sounding data collected by ships around the
world) and satellite altimetry data collected between 1960s and 1990s (Smith and
Sandwell, 1997). The binary file (e.g. topo 8.2.img) can be found on internet and
Matlab has a function satbath to read the data.
Due to the extremely large size of the data, we only analyze data from a rectan-
gle bounded by (5N,102W), (5N,93W), (13N,102W), and (48N,93W). The sampling
locations and the depth based on interpolation are shown in Figure 2.10, Prior to
analyzing the data, a simple linear regression is performed using the longitude as the
explanatory variable and the residuals are used to fit our Lagrange low rank mod-
els (LRM). To make the sampling locations separated well, the even columns of the
observations are removed. In total, the rectangle area contains 11,378 observations.
We compare our Lagrange low rank model with both unweighed and weighted fixed
ranking Kriging (uFRK and wFRK) (Cressie and Johannesson, 2008) with similar
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configurations of the nodes in their work. The result is shown in Table 2.10. We can
Table 2.10
Fitting errors using different models: the low rank model with La-
grange interpolation (LRM), the unweighed and weighted fixed rank-
ing Kriging (uFRK and wFRK) defined in Cressie and Johannesson
(2008)
Nodes RMSE LogS
LRM 472 11.613288 3.870951
wFRK 485 12.508024 4.920572
uFRK 485 13.507497 4.854789
see that our model is better than FRK in terms of the predictive scores. Also notice
that our model has only two parameters to tune for: numbers of Chebyshev nodes
marginally that generates the Chebyshev grid. While for FRK, several parameters
and configurations need to be determined.
We also compare our Lagrange low rank models under both Chebyshev grids and
equally spaced grids. The equally spaced grid, again, has computational singularity
issue even when the number of nodes is 478. This further supports our claim that
the Chebyshev grid outperforms the equally spaced grid. The results for different
Chebyshev grids is shown in Table 2.11. The table implies that the result is quite
stable in terms of the predictive scores even we dramatically reduce the number of
nodes and thus accelerate the computation.
2.5 Semi-parametric Models
In previous sections, we impose no structure on the covariance matrix Vz except
symmetry and positive definiteness. Although this procedure results in a robust
method, the “parameters” in the model ( in matrix Vz mostly) may not be estimated
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Table 2.11
Fitting results for the bathymetry data using Chebyshev grids
Grid Nodes µ τ 2 RMSE LogS
10* 9 87 -0.1570 163.8758 12.8038 3.9686
13*12 151 -0.1567 154.5617 12.4361 3.9395
18*16 282 -0.1489 144.6456 12.0324 3.9064
23*21 472 -0.1410 134.3985 11.6007 3.8699
28*25 683 -0.1444 125.9896 11.1898 3.8338
33*29 932 -0.1407 115.6441 10.7194 3.7908
well since we only have one observation per sampling location. We have two ways to
tackle this issue: 1) Add a penalty function to the likelihood function on Vz through
the EM algorithm (Green, 1990); and 2) Further impose some structures onto the
covariance matrix Vz. In this section, we will only discuss the second scenario.
We assume the matrix Vz (σ
2,φ) is generated from a parametric covariance func-
tion
C(s1, s2|σ
2,φ) = σ2ρ (s1, s2|φ) , (2.44)
where ρ (s1, s2|φ) is a valid spatial correlation function. Without confusion, in this
section, we use Vz to denote Vz (σ
2,φ) and R (φ) = {ρ (ui, uj|φ)}
m
i,j=1. Follow the
notation in previous sections, define
Γ (ω,φ) = ωPR (φ)P ′ + (1− ω) I. (2.45)





















|Γ (ω,φ)| = (1− ω)n ωm
∣∣∣∣ 1ωR−1 (φ) + 11− ωP ′P
∣∣∣∣ |R (φ)| . (2.47)
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By using the semi-parametric model, we can estimate the parameters by maximiz-
ing the likelihood function directly and still have the benefits of Lagrange low rank
models. The fitting result of the semi-parametric models with a exponential spatial
correlation function to the Bathymetry data is shown in Table 2.12, Although, as
Table 2.12
Fitting results for the bathymetry data using semi-parametric models
Grid Nodes µ τ 2 σ2 φ RMSE LogS
10* 9 87 3.8336 165.4623 162.3391 343.0328 12.9317 3.9780
13*12 151 1.5133 157.2404 219.8623 343.0195 12.6471 3.9554
18*16 282 5.0285 150.2718 288.0040 343.0033 12.4208 3.9373
23*21 472 15.3249 143.3061 385.8215 342.9922 12.2124 3.9200
28*25 683 8.7338 137.4494 471.2695 342.9366 12.0387 3.9054
we expected, the semi–parametric model is slightly worse than the non–parametric
model in terms of RMSE and LogS. The semi–parametric models do have significantly
less amount of parameters compared to the non–parametric models. Other spatial
correlation functions such as the Mate´rn correlation function can be used for more
general fitting.
2.6 Spatial-temporal Models
Since the hidden varialbesZ can be treated as the realization of underlying process
at nodes U , our Lagrange low rank models can be directly extended to spatial-
temporal process. Assuming at time point t = 1, · · · , T , we have n observations
associated at fixed set of coordinates S. We have
Y = (Y 1, · · · ,Y T )
′ with Y t = (Yt,1, · · · , Yt,n)
′ (2.48)
and
Z = (Z1, · · · ,ZT )
′ with Zt = (Zt,1, · · · , Zt,n)
′ . (2.49)
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If we further assume spatial process and temporal are separable, we have the following
model
Y (S) = µ(S) + P⊗(S,U)Z(U) + τe, (2.50)
where
P⊗(S,U) = I ⊗P (S,U) (2.51)
and
Cov(Z) = Vt ⊗ Vs, (2.52)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Vt is the temporal covariance matrix and
Vs is the spatial covariance matrix. A few advantages of using such spatial-temporal
models are: 1) The total number of time series Zt is much smaller than Y t and thus
computation can be dramatically reduced if Zt are used; 2) the term P⊗(S,U) is
time–invariant and does not need to be recalculated at each time point; and 3) such
models can be generalized to the data that the density of observations changes as the
time change.
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3. SPACE DEFORMATION FOR MODELLING GLOBAL
TELECONNECTION PATTERNS
3.1 Introduction and Motivation
Due to human activities such as green gas emission and change of land use, the
global variations of climatic variables (e.g. temperature and precipitation) have
been amplified dramatically in the recent decades. Abnormal variations challenge
the agricultural society and even collapsed civilizations according to historical evi-
dences (Hsiang et al., 2011) because the suitability for certain agricultural product
may change as the climatic variables shift (Daccache et al., 2012; Cane et al., 1994).
To reduce the impact of climatic variations, one can trade agricultural products be-
tween the region which is impacted by climatic variations and other regions which
are not or less impacted. Thus, modelling the spatial similarities of such variations
becomes necessary for improving the trading efficiency. On the other hand, knowing
the patterns of the variations also benefits the global merchants: a product shortage
usually leads to a higher regional price and a over-production will bring down the
price at local market.
Traditional spatial models often assume stationarity: the correlation of two lo-
cations only depends on the difference of the two locations. This assumption may
hold for small regions. However, data in global scale often exhibit non–stationary
patterns. Teleconnection is one of such patterns: it refers to the strong correlation
of climatic variable even at wide separated geographic locations (Glantz and Katz,
1991). Hsiang et al. (2011) considered one of the major teleconnection patterns: El
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Nin˜o/La Nin˜a–Southern Oscillation (ENSO). They examined the correlation between
the sea surface temperature (SST) in a specific eastern equatorial Pacific area and the
temperature in a target geographical region. If the target region has strong correlation
with the eastern equatorial Pacific area in three consecutive months, it is classified as
teleconnected. In their definition, the regions which are classified as teleconnected are
all teleconnected to each other. This procedure simplifies the computation but could
result in a less relevant conclusion due to the following two reasons: 1) Teleconnection
between two regions could be better defined only by the similarity between them, not
through the similarities to the third region (e.g. eastern equatorial Pacific area) sep-
arately; and 2) Teleconnection should be assessed for each region pair individually—
if region A are teleconnected with region B and region C respectively, region B and
region C are not guaranteed to be teleconnected. Hsiang et al. (2011) labels each
country using either ENSO teleconnected (TE) tag or weakly affected (WA) tag ac-
cording to the percentage of teleconnected regions it contains. We will apply those
tags to our result for comparison.
In this chapter, we discuss a procedure to visualize the pairwise correlation pat-
terns and the teleconnection patterns for two of major climatic variables: temperature
and precipitation globally. Visualization allows to avoid the empirical assignment of
teleconnectedness to country pairs. Utilizing the pairwise correlations results in a
more relevant conclusion compared to Hsiang et al. (2011). We also propose a core-
lation/covariance function which has the capacity of modelling negative covariance
according to the result generated from the visualization. This work can be extended
to other climatic and agricultural variables.
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3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Space Deformation and Spatial Dispersion
Sampson and Guttorp (1992) proposed a novel procedure of modelling non–
stationary process by combining the methods of multidimensional scaling (MDS)
and thin-plate spline (TPS). This procedure has no parametric form and thus has the
potential of modelling non–stationary climatic variations in the global scale.
Let Y (s, t) denote the climatic variable (e.g. temperature or precipitation) at
location s and time t. Assuming Cov (Y (s, t) , Y (x, t)) do not vary with t for any
s and x (or at least the change is negligible compared to the spatial dependence).
Given n locations s1, . . . , sn in geographical space G, let Yit = Y (si, t). The sample


















Yij, i, j = 1, . . . , n. (3.2)







2 = sˆii + sˆjj − 2sˆij (3.3)
is often used to assess the degree of spatial dependence— the smaller the d2ij, the
stronger the dependence is. Sampson and Guttorp (1992) generalized the quantity
expressed in (3.3) into spatial dispersion for non–stationary processes and uses it as
the measurement of dissimilarity for MDS. Yit and Yjt have to be centered with mean
0 before the spatial dispersion can be calculated.
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Figure 3.1. The contour plot of the standard deviation of temperature
However, the spatial dispersion is not an appropriate measurement of the spatial
dependence when there is large differences among Var (Yit) , i = 1, . . . , n. In this work,
we use the following standardized spatial dispersion (Sampson and Guttorp, 1992)




since we did observe large variation in the variances of Var (Yit) (see Figure 3.1 and
3.2 for demonstrations).
3.2.2 Visualizing and Modelling the Correlation Function
As introduced in the introduction chapter, MDS generates a new set of coordinates
of observations to alter the space within which the interpoint distance represents
dissimilarity (e.g. standardized spatial dispersion we use in this work) through a
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Figure 3.2. The plot of the standard deviation of precipitation
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Figure 3.3. Observation coordinates in the original space (left) and
in the altered space (right) using MDS
monotone function. The idea of MDS is illustrated in Figure 3.3— assuming the
underlying spatial process is observed at location A, B, C, and etc. If we know
that the standardized spatial dispersions along the east–west direction is consistently
larger than those along the south-north direction, in the altered space generated by
MDS, A is pulled away from B and C to ensure the interpoint distances can be used
to describe the standardized spatial dispersions. Although the problems in the real
world is more complicated than a linear mapping, MDS is capable of generating such
altered space.
This procedure provides a natural way of visualizing the correlation matrix due to
the relationship between the correlation matrix and standardized spatial dispersions
defined in (3.4). If the correlation of the underlying spatial process between two
locations are strong, those two locations will be placed closely in the altered space.
On the other hand, if two locations have a very week or even negative correlation,
they will be pulled away from each other in the altered space. So the correlation
matrix can be visualized using MDS if the standardized spatial dispersion is used
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as the measurement of dissimilarities. Thus, important correlation patterns can be
identified visually according to the altered space generated by MDS.
As stated in Sampson and Guttorp (1992), a non-stationary spatial process ob-
served at s1, . . . , sn in the geographical space G can be viewed as partial realizations
of a stationary process at locations s∗1, . . . , s
∗
n in the D space generated by MDS
due to the strictly monotonic relationship between the distance and the correlation.
Moreover, negative correlations are often present in climatic data and traditional cor-
relation functions are not suitable for such cases. Such negative correlations are often
as important, if not more, than the weak correlations: when a drought (e.g.: high
temperature and low precipitation) strikes US, one should ease the damage by trading
the products between US and those countries with weak correlations or even negative
correlations. In this work, we model the standardized d2ij instead of the correlation
function directly. A non–decreasing function such as the powered exponential func-
tion can be used to fit the correlation in D due to the monotonic relationship. Since
d2ij takes value from 0 to 4 (3.4), we can use the following form
d2ij = C(hij) = 4− 4 exp(−h
α
ij/φ) (3.5)





φ is analogous to the range parameter of the spatial correlation in D, and 0 < α ≤ 2.
See Figure 3.4 for how α controls the decay rate.
After modelling the standardized spatial dispersions in D, we can now model the
correlation/covariance function for the non-stationary spatial process in geographical
space G. Given a bivariate mapping f : G → D, for any two locations s and x in
G, we can model the covariance Cov (Y (s, t), Y (x, t)) in terms of the corresponding
distance in D (e.g. the L2 distance ‖f(s)− f(x)‖). As suggested by Sampson and
Guttorp (1992), the TPS can be used to constructed a smooth bivariate mapping f
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Figure 3.4. Plot of powered exponential functions with different α at φ = 1
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as described in (1.15). Thus, by combining (3.5) and (1.15), the correlation function
in G can be defined as
Cor(si, sj) = 2 exp [−‖f (si)− f(sj)‖
α /φ]− 1, 0 < α ≤ 2. (3.6)
While for the covariance function between si and sj, we have,
Cov(si, sj) =
√
V ar (si)V ar (sj) {2 exp [− |f(si)− f (sj)|
α /φ]− 1} . (3.7)
We will assess the mapping performance of f generated by TPS later in this chapter.
3.3 Data and Analysis Result
3.3.1 Data Overview
In this section, we focus on demonstrating climatic variation patterns of tem-
perature and precipitation for the maize production. The temperature and precip-
itation data are based on data set CRU TS 3.1†: a high-resolution grid of data
interpolated from weather station readings over the world. Since we will deal with
production yield at the country level and build the linkage between the production
yield and climatic variables in the future work, we will use temperature and pre-
cipitation at country level as well. To best link the climatic variables to the maize
production, we define a country level temperature/precipitation as a weighted average
of regional temperature/precipitation, where the weight is proportion to the corre-
sponding regional percentage of maize production. That means those regions that
do not have maize production will receive zero weight when calculate the regional
temperature/precipitation. Then, for each country, we calculate the annual average
by only considering the growing season of maize in the corresponding country. This
indicates that different countries may have annual averages over different months due
†The data set is maintained by British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC). The data set can be
accessed from BADC website.
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Table 3.1
Countries that are aggregated to recover the missing values
Countries to Aggregation New Country ISO
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus,
El Salvador,Georgia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Lithuania, Republic of Moldova, Soviet Union SUN
Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Western Sahara
Czech Republic, Slovakia Czechoslovakia Republics CSK
Eritrea, Ethiopia Ethiopia ETH
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Yugoslavia YUG
Republic of Macedonia, Slovenia, Serbia
Belgium, Luxembourg Belgium-Luxembourg BEL
to different growing seasons. In total, there are 115 different countries/regions during
the years 1961-2009 (Figure 3.6). The difference
Y dit , Yi,t − Yi,(t−1) (3.8)
is used as the measurement of the climatic variation. We implement the non–metric
MDS using the function monoMDS in the R package vegan (Oksanen et al., 2012)
and use the revised function ssanova in theR package gss (Gu, 2012) for TPS fitting.
Due to the geographical renaming such as the dissolution of Soviet Union, ob-
servations from certain countries are missing partially in time. We aggregated the
corresponding countries to recover the missing observations (see Table 3.1 for details).
The country locations and their corresponding ISO3 codes† are shown in the Figure
3.5 and Figure 3.6. Notice that those countries which are assigned ENSO telecon-
nected (TE) tags and weakly affected (WA) tags in Hsiang et al. (2011) are marked
†ISO3 codes are three–letter country codes published by International Organization for Standard-
ization tp represent countries, dependent territories and special areas of geographical interest.
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Figure 3.5. Country locations in G
in red and blue respectively. Timor-Leste (TLS) is not documented in their paper
and thus is marked in black. The longitude/latitude for a country is also calculated
basad on the average locations of the maize fields in that country.
3.3.2 Space Deformation for Teleconnection
The plots of correlation matrix for temperature are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure
3.8 respectively. In those plots, each row or each column represents a country. Each
color-coded pixel in the plot represents the correlation between the corresponding
row country and the corresponding column country. The warm color means positive
correlation while the cold color means negative correlation. The darkness of the
color indicates the strength (absolute value) of the correlation. The color of diagonal
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Figure 3.6. Country ISO3 codes in G
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elements are set to be white. In Figure 3.7, countries are arranged by latitude and in
Figure 3.8, countries are arranged by continent and latitude. In the figure sorted by
latitude (Figure 3.7), most of the strong correlations are observed at equatorial and
European region. In Figure 3.8, we observe two strong patterns in Africa separated by
the equator and one pattern in Europe. OA in Figure 3.8 represents Oceania†. We will
identify those two patterns using the MDS result later in this chapter. Furthermore,
any strong correlation patterns across continents indicate potential teleconnection
(e.g. the strong correlation pairs between South American countries and African
countries). In the meanwhile, the plots of the correlation matrix for precipitation
sorted by latitude and by both continent and latitude are shown in Figure 3.9 and
Figure 3.10 respectively. The global patterns of the precipitation correlation is much
weaker than that of temperature. We barely observed some local correlation patterns
in Africa, north America and a moderate pattern in Europe.
Next, we map the country coordinates from G space into D space using MDS.
The result spaces D for temperature and precipitation are shown in Figure 3.11
and Figure 3.13 respectively. The software implements iterative numerical algorithm
to estimate the monotone function that minimize the objective function defined in
(1.42). Thus, there is no guarantee that the global minima can be archived and
the fitting result relies heavily on the initial values. As suggested by Sampson and
Guttorp (1992), we impose geographical information by using the ongitude/latitude
of country coordinates in G as the initial values of MDS.
Although MDS is defined in D and thus the coordinates are not directly compa-
rable to the ones in G, if the correlation of the underlying process depends only on
the distance (e.g.: the larger the distance, the smaller the correlation), the country
coordinates in D should be similar to those in original space G. The MDS output
confirms the result from Hsiang et al. (2011) since almost all the teleconnected labeled
†Oceania is a region centred on the islands of the tropical Pacific Ocean. It is often used to denote
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OA Europe Asia N.Ame S.Ame Africa
Figure 3.10. The correlation matrix for precipitation sorted by conti-
nent and latitude
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Figure 3.11. The country coordinates in D for temperature
































































































































































































































Figure 3.12. The plot of African countries (left) and European coun-
tries (right) in D
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Figure 3.13. The plot of countries in D for precipitation
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countries concentrate at the center of the map, indicating a strong correlation clus-
ter. In the meanwhile, the MDS result can further capture patterns that Hsiang et al.
(2011) fails to capture. For example, as mentioned previously, Figure 3.8 indicates
two clusters separately by the equator in Africa and one cluster in Europe. Thus
we only highlight African countries and European countries in Figure 3.12 respec-
tively. In the African subplot, all the African countries in the northern hemisphere
are marked in red and all the ones in the southern hemisphere are marked in blue. All
the three clusters are successfully captured by the result generated by MDS. However,
as Figure 3.13 suggests, the pattern for precipitation is much weaker. This result is
consistent with the plots of correlation matrix for precipitation.
Figure 3.14 demonstrates the monotonic relationship between the standardized
spatial dispersion and the distance in D as well as in G (great circle distance) for
temperature. The standardized spatial dispersion in G has a decay pattern within
around 2000 miles range. However, no pattern can be detected beyond this range.
While in the D space generated by MDS, a monatomic relationship between the stan-
dardized spatial dispersion and the distance can be observed and even an exponential
function can be used to fit such relationship. Notice that any dij that is larger than
2 indicates a negative correlation. However, the corresponding plots for precipitation
in Figure 3.15 indicate a weaker monotonic relationship between the standardized
spatial dispersion and the distance in D.
3.3.3 Correlation Modelling
When a smooth mapping is required (e.g. modelling the correlation/covariance
function), TPS can be added to MDS procedure. TPS is particular useful when the
prediction at a new location is required. We use five–folder cross validation to tune
the penalty parameter λ which is introduced in the introduction chapter for TPS.
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Figure 3.14. The plot of the standardized spatial dispersion against
the distance in G (left) and D (right) for temperature






































Figure 3.15. The plot of the standardized spatial dispersion against
the distance in G (left) and D (right) for precipitation
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Figure 3.16. The plot of countries in D mapped by TPS and the
corresponding standardized spatial dispersion plot for temperature
The mapping results are shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 respectively. The patterns
are well preserved for temperature but not for precipitation due to the lack of global
patterns.
To assess the prediction accuracy of standardized spatial dispersion, we obtain the
plots of raw standardized spatial dispersions against predicted standardized spatial
dispersion estimated using exponential curve as displayed in Figure 3.18 and Figure
3.19 respectively. Any severe deviance from diagonal line y = x indicates low pre-
diction accuracy. The overall prediction accuracy for temperature via TPS is better
than that for precipitation.
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Figure 3.17. The Plot of countries in D mapped by TPS and the
corresponding standardized spatial dispersion plot for precipitation






































































Figure 3.18. The standardized spatial dispersion against the predicted
standardized spatial dispersion in D without (left) or with (right) TPS
for temperature
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Figure 3.19. The standardized spatial dispersion against the predicted
standardized spatial dispersion in D without (left) or with (right) TPS
for precipitation
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4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this dissertation, I introduced two non–parametric approaches for modelling spatial
processes: (i) by modelling the covariance functions of the underlying processes using
Lagrange low rank models; and (ii) by modelling the sampling space of the spatial
process using the space deformation and proposed covariance function modelling the
spatial processes in the reconstructed sampling space. In this chapter, I will discuss
some advantages and limitations of those two approaches, and will also point out some
open problems for future research. Those two non–parametric approaches have several
advantages over the existing approaches. The Lagrange low rank models effectively
reduce both the computation time and the storage space due to the intrinsic properties
of the low rank models. It naturally leads to a mechanism that generates unequally
spaced grid of nodes, Chebyshev nodes, which avoid the empirical choice of nodes.
Such a grid of nodes also minimizes the L∞ norm of approximation error marginally,
and ensures computational stability and accuracy as the number of nodes increases.
By choosing the basis functions and nodes in such a way, the hidden process Z can
be viewed as the realization of the underlying spatial process associated at the nodes.
Space deformation provides a straightforward method to visualize and model
anisotropic spatial processes. The multidimensional scaling coupled with thin-plate
spline is an appropriate tool for researchers to identify climatic variation patterns and
further investigate the underlying mechanism of teleconnection. It has the capability
of modelling negative correlations, which provides researchers with more understand-
ing of the underlying spatial process.
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One limitation that often occurs for non–parametric approaches is over–fitting.
To prevent over–fitting, we can aggregate data up to certain level (e.g. country level)
to smooth out noise or only take a sample of the data for modelling. The penalty
parameter λ in thin-plate spline can also be use to prevent over–fitting.
Both of the two approaches result in a process that is relatively smooth and thus
may fail to capture local patterns. Modelling global precipitation variation patterns
using space deformation is an example of modelling local patterns— precipitation is
heavily local (e.g. land–water interaction and elevation) and thus we will not be able
to observe strong patterns on MDS output. In order to capture the local patterns by
the low rank model procedure, one can model the residuals generated by our Lagrange
low rank models using local models to further capture the local patterns.
There are problems for future research. The Lagrange low rank models can be
extended to spatial-temporal low rank models. We have introduced some preliminary
result for spatial-temporal models assuming spatial and temporal components are
independent in the previous chapters. More complex structures can be imposed to
the spatial–temporal low rank models. For example, we can further assume that the
spatial and temporal components are non–separable.
The Lagrange low rank models can be modified to include covariates in the mean
function of the model. However, such covariates cannot be spatial correlated or the
Lagrange low rank models could have the identifiability issue. It is also helpful if
we can rigorously show that the Chebyshev grid is optimum for Lagrange low rank
models although it is known that the conclusion holds for in the univariate space.
The over-fitting problem may be alleviated by imposing some penalty such as in
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